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FACTS

Cornflake is designed by Claesson Koivisto Rune and consists of a chair, armchair and barstool
and also a serie of tables. Cornflake came to a success with its simple but outstanding design.
The chair gives a feeling of pliability. In the table series you find a various of sizes and forms.
Conference tables for the larger areas but also standing tables for private conversations or a
lower table for the smaller meetings. In the cornflake series you’ll find something for
everyone.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

LEATHERMEGA 163FABRIC

STACKABLECHROME

H 790, S 450, B 540, D 520/360 H 790, S 450, B 590, A 680, D 520/360

CORNFLAKE

OFFECCT SELECTED PATTERNSTM

Frame in black, silver or white lacquer alternative in OFFECCT Flexicolour.

RAL 9003RAL 9005RAL 9006

FLEXI
COLOUR

ACCESSORIES

ARMREST

ENVIRONMENTAL LABELING

LINKING
DEVICE

Linking device in metal for chair and armchair.

H 790, S 450, B 570, D 520/360 H 790, S 450, B 570, D 520/360

H 630, S 630, B 420, D 320 H 790, S 790, B 420, D 320

Seat in laminated wood. White lacquered, upholstered in fabric or leather alt. upholstered in
Bogesund Mega, available in blue, black, green, red and black/white. Standard Elmo Soft,
piquet on the inside and standard on the outside. Legs or sledge base in chrome. Cornflake
chair and armchair, recommended stacking height, max 10 pcs. Upholstered Cornflake chair
and armchair, recommended stacking height, max 8 pcs.

The official Nordic Ecolabel, and the logo demonstrates that a product is a good environmental choice. The Nordic Ecolabel 
shows that the products fulfil certain criteria using methods such as tests from independent laboratories, certificates and control 
visits. All parts incorporated in a product have to be approved by the Nordic Ecolabel in order for the product to bear the label.

The Nordic Ecolabel
All parts incorporated in a product have to be approved by the Nordic Ecolabel 
in order for the product to bear the label. The official Nordic Ecolabel, and 
the logo demonstrates that a product is a good environmental choice. The 
Nordic Ecolabel checks that the products fulfil certain criteria using methods 
such as samples from independent laboratories, certificates and control visits.
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